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DAPHNE DU MAURIERDAPHNE DU MAURIER

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Rebecca, published in 1938, brought its author instant international acclaim, capturing the popular
imagination with its haunting atmosphere of suspense and mystery. du Maurier was immediately established as the queen of the psychological
thriller. But the more fame this and her other books encouraged, the more reclusive Daphne du Maurier became. Margaret Forster's award-winning
biography could hardly be more worthy of its subject. Drawing on private letters and papers, and with the unflinching co-operation of Daphne du
Maurier's family, Margaret Forster explores the secret drama of her life - the stifling relationship with her father, actor-manager Gerald du Maurier;
her troubled marriage to war hero and royal aide, 'Boy' Browning; her wartime love a air; her passion for Cornwall and her deep friendships with
the last of her father's actress loves, Gertrude Lawrence, and with an aristocratic American woman. Most significant of all, Margaret Forster
ingeniously strips away the relaxed and charming facade to lay bare the true workings of a complex and emotional character whose passionate and
often violent stories mirrored her own fantasy life more than anyone could ever have imagined. book.
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Tinga Tinga Tales: Why Lion Roars - Read it Yourself with LadybirdTinga Tinga Tales: Why Lion Roars - Read it Yourself with Ladybird
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is a Tinga Tinga tale inspired by traditional stories from Africa. Lion is king of Tinga
Tinga but he can't roar! Can his friend Flea help Lion to...
Read DocumentRead Document
»»

The Princess and the Frog - Read it Yourself with LadybirdThe Princess and the Frog - Read it Yourself with Ladybird
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; A kind frog helps a princess and she makes him a promise. What happens when the king
tells her that she has keep her promise? Read it yourself with...
Read DocumentRead Document
»»

First Fairy TalesFirst Fairy Tales
Board book. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is a traditional story that is retold in rhyme in this chunky padded boardbook.
When a couple of tailors offer to make a suit from material so...
Read DocumentRead Document
»»

New KS2 English SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: 2016 SATs & BeyondNew KS2 English SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: 2016 SATs & Beyond
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is Book 2 of CGP's SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests for KS2 Grammar, Punctuation &
Spelling - it's a brilliant way to introduce English SATS preparation in bite-sized chunks....
Read DocumentRead Document
»»

Forest Fairytale KnitsForest Fairytale Knits
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Stephanie Dosen has quickly gained iconic status among knitters: her patterns readily
sell out online, and she has been given feature coverage in both mainstream and knitting magazines, including...
Read DocumentRead Document
»»
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